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BILATERAL RELATIONS
Chinese FM Calls for Deepening Ties with Switzerland
Published by china.org.cn, October 24th, 2019
Chinese State Councilor and Foreign Minister Wang Yi said in Bern, Switzerland, that China and Switzerland should
keep pace with the times and deepen their innovative strategic partnership. Speaking at a joint press conference with his
Swiss counterpart Ignazio Cassis, Wang said there are several experiences worth sharing given that next year marks
the 70th anniversary of diplomatic relations between the two countries. To deepen their innovative strategic partnership,
the two countries should strengthen financial cooperation, said Wang, adding that Switzerland is a financial power and
China is also speeding up the opening up of its financial sector, including banking, securities and insurance. The first
foreign-owned joint venture securities company approved by China was a Swiss financial enterprise, and the two
countries have broad opportunities for cooperation in the financial field.
 
Switzerland Pledges to Enhance Mutual Trust, Cooperation with China
Published by china.org.cn, October 23rd, 2019
Switzerland is willing to work with China to strengthen political mutual trust and cooperation between the two countries,
President of the Swiss Confederation Ueli Maurer said when meeting with Chinese State Councilor and Foreign Minister
Wang Yi. During the meeting, Maurer asked Wang to convey his cordial greetings and best wishes to Chinese President
Xi Jinping. Maurer said that the relations between Switzerland and China have developed smoothly and have always
been at the forefront of European Union (EU)-China relations. Speaking highly of the tremendous achievements China
has made in its development, he said that Switzerland fully supports the China-proposed Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
and believes that this initiative will serve as a bridge for cooperation between China and Europe, which will help improve
the quality of China-EU cooperation and bring significant opportunities to Switzerland and Europe.
 
Chinese NPC Tibetan Delegation Visits Switzerland, Recounts Development in Tibet
Published by xinhuanet.com, October 14th, 2019
A Tibetan delegation of the Chinese National People's Congress (NPC) visited Switzerland and briefed Swiss lawmakers
and officials on Tibet's historic achievements in economic and social development. The delegation, led by Nyima Cering,
deputy director of the Standing Committee of the Tibet Autonomous Regional People's Congress, met with First Vice
President of the Swiss Council of States Hans Stockli, Deputy Governor of Canton of Bern Pierre Alain Schnegg,
President of Zurich City Parliament Heinz Schatt and local Chinese compatriots. Based on his personal experience and
citing detailed figures, Nyima Cering recounted the major economic and social developments in Tibet in the past 60
years since the start of democratic reform there, thanks to the full support of the central government, assistance from all
over the country and the concerted efforts of all ethnic groups in Tibet.
 
Lucerne Festival in China to Facilitate More Engagement
Published by globaltimes.com, October 12th, 2019
The symphony of music and an attempt at enhancing cross-cultural ties will reverberate the celebrations of the 70th
anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between China and Switzerland. Addressing a press conference
in Beijing on Saturday, Swiss Ambassador to China Bernardino Regazzoni said, "Music will be one of the highlights of
the cultural exchanges between Switzerland and China in 2020 when the two countries celebrate the 70th anniversary of
the establishment of diplomatic relations." Regazzoni introduced Riccardo Chailly, music director of the Lucerne Festival
Orchestra (LFO), and the LFO's upcoming performance slated in three cities, Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen, South
China's Guangdong Province, starting Saturday in Beijing's National Center for the Performing Arts.
 
Federal Chancellor Guy Parmelin to Meet Chinese minister Wang Zhigang
Published by admin.ch, October 10th, 2019
Federal Chancellor Guy Parmelin, head of the Federal Department of Economic Affairs, Education and Research EAER,
met the Chinese science and technology minister Wang Zhigang in Bern. During their discussions, which rounded off the
eighth Joint Committee Meeting on Science and Technology, they considered the many links between Switzerland and
China in research and innovation. The meeting between Mr. Parmelin and Mr. Wang was a further stage in the positive
bilateral relations between Switzerland and China, which have set up around thirty groups holding regular discussions on
a variety of topics, including business, education and intellectual property. The meeting of the Joint Committee on
Science and Technology, which was attended by representatives from the ministries, the leading house, research
funding agencies and organisations that support innovation and enterprise, considered the current areas of collaboration
between China and Switzerland. While direct links between higher education institutions are already well established in
more than 200 collaboration agreements, exchange is also increasing in the field of innovation.

BUSINESS NEWS 
Wirecard Powers New Swiss Post China Cross-Border E-commerce Marketplace
Published by yahoo.com, October 17th, 2019
Wirecard is providing the payment solution for Swiss Post's "Your Gateway to China" service. Thanks to the "Your
Gateway to China" service, Swiss retailers can easily offer their products directly to Chinese consumers through major
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virtual marketplaces. Swiss Post offers Swiss small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) everything they need to open
up to new markets, including market entry consulting, logistics and customs clearance, as well as links to local
marketplaces. A wide range of quality Swiss products and well-known brands are already available on the virtual
marketplaces. Wirecard processes all transactions carried out with leading Chinese payment methods on behalf of Swiss
Post. According to Statista, the Chinese e-commerce market is a global leader, with an estimated gross merchandise
volume of EUR 4.1 trillion in 2019. Cross-border shopping has also played a key role in China's e-commerce boom: the
gross merchandise volume of China's import e-commerce market reached EUR 14 billion in 2017, and that figure is
expected to hit EUR 44.7 billion by 2021. The top purchase categories in this segment are food, beauty products, and
fashion.
 
Sunrise and Huawei Open First 5G Innovation Center in Europe
Published by swissinfo.ch, October 14th, 2019
Swiss telecom operator Sunrise and its partner Chinese tech giant Huawei have opened the first 5G Joint Innovation
Center in Europe to test, build and showcase new 5G business applications. The two companies announced the opening
of the center, which it says will help build the “Swiss 5G ecosystem.” Based at the Sunrise’s headquarters in Opfikon
outside Zurich, the center will be focused on incubating 5G-based services on everything from precision manufacturing
to live streaming events to smartphone gaming and smart farming. The opening comes a day before the Mobile
Broadband Forum hosted by Huawei in Zurich where the Chinese company is expected to showcase its progress on 5G.
“With the opening of the first 5G Joint Innovation Center in Europe, we as a leading 5G provider are taking another
important step,” said Olaf Swantee, CEO of Sunrise in a press release. “What we have presented today will showcase
the huge potential of 5G applications for both the private and business sectors.”
 
Xiaomi Opens First Store in Switzerland: Hundreds of Fans Attending Opening in Zürich
Published by techgarage.blog, October 11th, 2019
Xiaomi now has its first brick-and-mortar store in Switzerland: The popular technology brand from China opened its
Flagship “Mi Store” in the “Glatt” Mall in Zürich. Hundreds of fans had been patiently waiting outside since the early
morning hours in order to be among the first to experience Switzerland‘s first “Mi Store”. “It was our idea to open a store
in Switzerland”, explains Marco Minoccheri, exclusive importer of Xiaomi in Switzerland, in a short interview with
“Techgarage”: “I’m glad we got all this support from Xiaomi”. Also present for the grand opening was Eric Ai, Country
Manager of Xiaomi in Europe. He also seemed very content: “What a great opening. The turnout is even bigger than we
were anticipating”, says Ai.
 
SIX Signs China Cooperation Pact
Published by finews.com, October 10th, 2019
Swiss exchange SIX and a rival Chinese stock market operator have agreed on a cooperation pact in a bid to promote
business opportunities for investors in both countries. The agreement aims to connect the investors’ community and
companies in both countries to allow for the establishment of capital formation possibilities on a larger scale. The pact
underlines the close relationship between China and Switzerland that was underpinned by the signing of a free trade
agreement between the two countries in 2013 and the currency agreement between the Swiss National Bank (SNB) and
the People’s Bank of China in 2014. SIX and SZSE intend to use this initiative as a portal to share know-how and expand
client networks as well as to explore the possibility of supporting cross-border financing alternatives and cooperation in
research projects, SIX said in the statement.

CULTURE & SOCIETY
Swiss French-Speaking Alumni Event at the Confucius Institute in the University of Geneva
Published by swissnexchina.org, October 16th, 2019
On the evening of October 8th, 2019, the Confucius Institute at the University of Geneva hosted the fifth meeting of the
Swiss French-speaking alumni in China. Gérald Béroud, President of the French-speaking section of the Swiss-Chinese
Association, Béatrice Ferrari, Head of Bilateral Relations at the State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation,
and swissnex China representative, Jeyanthy Geymeier, representative of the Alumni Association of Lausanne
University, as well as Basile Zimmermann, Director of the Confucius Institute, welcomed the thirty participants to this
event.

GENERAL INTEREST
Steve Buchanan Gives Performance and Workshop at ReActor
Published by prohelvetia.cn, October 16th, 2019
Geneva-based artist Steve Buchanan distinguishes himself as a dancer and DJ at the same time. He is the inventor of
“2nd Line”, an indefinable percussion unit that integrates a dancing musician, and an instrumental ensemble capable of
any percussion sound: battery, conga, tabla, tympani, gongs. He is invited by Power Station of Art to present “Stepper” at
their experimental platform ReActor on October 26th – 27th. Audiences may interactive with “2nd Line” during
workshops on October 29th - 30th. Departing from Shanghai, he will then perform in Yiwu and Hefei.
 
To Bend and Never Break, Compagnie 7273 Performs in Shanghai and Beijing
Published by prohelvetia.cn, October 11th, 2019
The renowned Swiss dancer Laurence Yadi will present a 40-minute solo dance performance, exploring musical
representation in body movement, and turning the body into a melodic song. She invites us to join her in a world that will
transcribe a range of emotions kept secret. For this new creation, the choreographer wishes to bring into view two
extremely interlinked dimensions of the body: the dimension of the body-object and that of body subject.
 
MISSION I: China
Published by prohelvetia.cn, October 11th, 2019
Swiss electronic musician POL organized a one-month tour through China for his project INATENDO. He is
accompanied by the Chinese sound and game artist Ban Lei and together they will hold live performances in eight cities.
Their collaboration was born in 2016, as POL was completing his fall residency at the Museum of Contemporary Art
Shanghai (MoCA). The duo presented “Nongfu Spring” in a live sound performance, inspired by iron bells instruments
found in every temple of China but with 4 liters water tanks instead of bells. Then in 2018, Ban Lei became our residency
artist in Geneva where he continued his creative dialogue with POL, till it blossomed into new collaboration this October.

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING / MANUFACTURING
 
Drugmaker Roche Lifts Sales Forecast as Chinese Demand Soars
Published by irishtimes.com, October 16th, 2019
Swiss drugmaker Roche lifted its 2019 sales target for the third time this year, helped by newer medicines and as China
bought more cancer drugs to treat a disease blamed for a quarter of the nation’s annual deaths. Roche’s full-year
revenue is now seen growing at a high-single-digit percentage rate, the Basel-based company said, to what would easily
top USD 60 billion (EUR 54.20 billion). That is up from the July’s mid- to high-single digit growth estimate. The new
forecast sets a high bar for Swiss rival Novartis, which reports results next week. Over a decade, China has gone from
Roche’s 10th biggest market to its second-largest behind the United States, with CHF 4.5 billion (EUR 4.1 billion) in 2018
sales. The trend has accelerated, with growth in China topping 50 per cent over the first nine months, about double
2018’s rate. Cancer has been on the rise in China, driven by air pollution and high rates of smoking. Water pollution and
excessive use of chemical fertilisers and pesticides have also been blamed for an increase in rural cancer rates.
 
Swiss CDMO Lonza Testing the Water in China… for Now
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Published by bioprocessintl.com, October 12th, 2019
With China set to become a major hub of biotech innovation, Lonza CEO Marc Funk says the CDMO will take a
pragmatic approach to expanding its position from “timid actor” to major player in the region. When Marc Funk became
CEO of Lonza in March 2019, he had two immediate objectives. The first was to carve out the contract development and
manufacturing organization’s (CDMO) Specialty Ingredients segment (LSI) and the second was for the firm to be
recognized more of a global company. Funk moved quickly on the first, announcing the separation of the LSI unit in
June, but the second involves breaking into the Chinese market. “We have clients in Europe, in the US but less so in
China. If one aims to project where most of the innovation is to come it is going to be in these three different parts of the
world,” he told Bioprocess Insider during a visit to the company’s founding site in Visp, Switzerland. “We have to
acknowledge that the biggest pool of start-up biotech will come in the future from the United States and China,” he
added.
 
BANK / FINANCE / INSURANCE

Credit Suisse: Top 1% Own Nearly 50% of Global Wealth and China’s Wealthy Now Outnumber America’s
Published by forbes.com, October 23rd, 2019
For the first time, China has overtaken the United States to become the country with the largest number of people in the
top 10% of world’s most wealthy people. China now has a cohort of 100 million individuals who are in the top 10% of
global wealth distribution, compared to 99 million for the U.S. In addition, China has surpassed Japan as the country
with the second-largest number of millionaires. The annual global wealth report was released by Credit Suisse this month
and provides a comprehensive review of the world’s wealth. In all, there are now 46.8 million adult millionaires globally,
with China showing explosive growth over the past nine years. In 2010, the number of Chinese millionaires was only 38
thousand, while the number in 2019 is now 4.4 million. The number of millionaires in the rest of the world are as follows.
Africa has 171 millionaires, Latin America has 673, India has 759, Asia-Pacific has 7,505, Europe has 13,290 and North
America has 19,946.
 
UBS to Seek Full Control of Chinese Securities Joint Venture by 2020
Published by yahoo.com, October 22nd, 2019
UBS said that it expects to take full control of its securities business in mainland China next year as Beijing moves to
further open up the country's financial sector. The Swiss bank received approval in November to take a controlling stake
in UBS Securities China, making it the first foreign bank allowed to do so after ownership rules were relaxed last year. In
July, the Office of Financial Stability and Development Committee and the State Administration of Foreign Exchange
announced the country would undertake a series of measures to open up China's financial sector, including removing
shareholding limits on foreign ownership of securities, insurance and fund management companies next year. That was
a year earlier than planned by Chinese authorities. "The accelerated removal of the ownership caps for securities
companies means that UBS is expected to be permitted to increase its stake in UBS Securities China from the current
level of 51% to 100% by 2020," UBS said as part of its third-quarter results on October 22nd. "The exact effective date
remains to be clarified."
 
LEGAL / TAX / CONSULTING / SERVICES
 
Changzhou National Hi-Tech District (CND) and swissnex China Signed MoU to Strengthen Innovation,
Exchanges and Cooperation
Published by swissnexchina.org, October 21st, 2019
On September 26th, 2019, Sino-Swiss International Industrial Innovation Park (Changzhou) commenced operations in
Changzhou National Hi-Tech District (CND), Jiangsu province, China. Changzhou National Hi-Tech District (CND) is
located in the north part of Changzhou city, taking a central location in the Yangtze River Delta and enjoying a
convenient transportation network. CND has successfully attracted more than 1,800 foreign-invested enterprises. In
order to promote the sharing and matching of resources between CND and Switzerland and to deepen Sino-Swiss
industrial innovation cooperation, through friendly bilateral exchanges, swissnex China has signed an MoU with CND.
 
China Legal Briefing
Published by wenfei.com, October 16th, 2019
The new legal briefing is released by Wenfei Law, which focused on the Administration of Concentrated Examinations on
Patent Applications; Administrative Measures on Name List of Business Creditworthiness Joint Punishment Targets;
New policy in Shanghai: foreign arbitration and dispute resolution institutions are allowed to enter; SAFE Scraps
Investment Quota Restrictions for QFII and RQFII.
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